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UNIT-1

MEDIA REPRESENTATION
MARGINAL: REGION

AND

THE

Unit Structure
1.1

Learning Objectives

1.2 Introduction
1.3 Media Representation
1.4 Notions of Representation
1.5 Stereotypical Representations
1.6 Problem of Essential Groups
1.7 Representations of Race
1.8 Western World‟s Media Representation of India
1.9 Bollywood
1.10 National
1.11 Representation
1.12 National Media and Neglect of the South
1.13 Dominant media
1.14 Summary
1.15 Check Your
1.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
This unit introduces the concept of representation in the media and focus on region. It
also discuss about representation in the media about particular region and making that
as dominant one. And in that process how media represents certain regions and
making has marginal in India.
1.2 INTRODUCTION
In this module you will learn about media representation in general terms. This will
also discuss about the marginal in media representation. Focus will be on region. And
it is distinguishes in the regional specific like global level, national level and local
levels. This that process we understand what makes or which region becomes
dominant and marginal in media representation.
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1.3 MEDIA REPRESENTATION
Media representation in simple words what media reflect reality however some the
scholars say that media does not do so rather it is tries to create reality and presents
us. What our television shows us „reality‟ is not reality may that is drama. Therefore,
in our day to day lives it becomes as a mediator. For example in India adolescent
females are suppose to be „beautiful‟ „soft‟. Various advertisements and TV shows
mediate how they define their identities.
1.4 NOTIONS OF REPRESENTATION
If we accept that there something call reality exists out there and assume media do
represent that. Means we tend to agree certain things are real. However thre is
nothing is reality. There is always a contention between meanings are constructed
versus “true” or fixed” in media (Stuart Hall 1995).
Therefore the central issue in media representation is the meaning depends on who
controls the means of representation. It is to be understood as the representations are
as constitutive events which construct meanings.
1.5 STEREOTYPICAL REPRESENTATIONS
There are many forms of stereotypes based on different identities of the people
globally. Some of those are Gender, race, class, regional and also families amongst
others.
According to Hall these stereotyping is forcefully Fixes and limits to meanings.
Which are also acts as limits meanings assigned to groups and at the same time these
are stereotypes shape perceptions of that group. Effectively this leaves out and over
generalizes meaning. Some of the examples at global levels mainly in western world
Migrants and Blacks subjected to stereotypes.
On the other hand everybody not agrees with these types of stereotypes and always
scope for contestations. There is a possibility of emergence of new identities and their
images through these contestations on the basis of stereotypes. Therefore there is
possibility of raise questions as to how and who creates them. And they get particular
meanings and representations.
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1.6 PROBLEM OF ESSENTIAL GROUPS
There are many problems arises when the media tries to essentialise certain groups. In
effect essentialising differences in terms of different identities as we mentioned above
reflects stereotypes. Simple examples “Boys always do X/girls do Y”, and “Working
class people are like X”, there could be many. Therefore the process of essentializing
forecloses the possibilities of cultural and regional divergences.
1.7 REPRESENTATIONS OF RACE
At global level often sited stereotypes are representation based on race, specifically
western countries. While the white people are tries to maintain their dominance in the
media they tend to demine the others. The other includes migrants‟ color people and
many a times the blacks. The white‟s stereotyping tendencies are very much visible
when they represent the blacks as slaves and criminals.
1.8 WESTERN WORLD’S MEDIA REPRESENTATION OF INDIA
The process of misrepresentation and stereotypes of western countries about India has
aptly reflected by Mehta. She elaborated on various issues. Like TV Shows about
India, movies, cultural practices and public perceptions. By doing that she says the
western media trivialises certain issues. All these attempts of western media are to
remind us of their cultural hegemony and colonisation. Further even in recent times
the west is seems recognises the spiritual power of India, however they think and
represent that India is nothing but all about spirituality that including global
recognition for Yoga (Mehta 2010).
1.9 BOLLYWOOD
In recent times the bollywood has got visibility in the west mainly US and UK.
Western counties tries to influence through frequent presentation of characters called
NRIs. And project themselves as part of global citizens also Indian by heart and
provides new meaning to patriarchy that is one who is real Indian no need to live in
India. This is nothing but informing the world that they are superiors.
However the bollywood never represents the reality in the society nevertheless
claims it is the Indian cinema and represents entire country. If one could observe
these movies carefully could find that how it is filled with romantic desires, fantasies
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and falls hopes. To suit western audience many of the movies have been produced in
the bollywood.
The dominance of western values are becomes more visible when they tries to pick up
the issues of Islamic terrorism, movies those centres around terrorist attacks in US in
2001. However some of the burning problems and issues never represent in
bollywood. Those issues are untouchability and caste oppression, gender
discrimination and regional representation like north east has never been subjected.
No doubt some things are changing but by and large the regressive ideas are tend to
get more prominence in movies and television in India such as violence. There is no
single movie in the bollywood without promoting and justify violence. One the one
hand we are witnessing development of science and technology and economic
progress on the other images in the movies and television more oppressive and never
promotes progressive idea but only justifies patriarchal and caste values.
In the name of Indian cinema and recognition and awards only goes to bollywood and
well meaning and value loaded regional to be specific non north Indian movie have
been marginalised. The Indian cinema in that name it represents only north India and
the regions of south and north east has never represented.
1.10 NATIONAL
Media in Indian is diverse and also vibrant. This divergence of is represented by
various modes of communications. They are two major types print and electronic. In
the print media, newspapers are dominant and also magazines. While in electronic
televisions represents major share of electronic media along with movies or cinema
and radio. However cinema has its own significance. The combinations of those are
considered as traditional or conventional media in India. However in recent times
thanks to advancement of technology helped in penetration of non conventional
media in India that is social media prominent ones are face book, twitter and very
recently whatsapp. Globally India has biggest market in news channels and
newspapers in many languages. Except certain state run news channels and radio all
the media is been owned and controlled by profit making big business houses.
India is considered as biggest media houses and also enjoys freedom. All the private
and individuals managed media houses both print and electronic are independent in
this county. Given the history of anti-colonial struggles and many of the national
leaders have established newspapers and media demanded freedom of press. And
those newspapers have played positive role in independence movement. That has
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been continued in the post independent India with constitutional guarantees to
freedom expression. However during national emergency imposed by then Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi during 1975-77 and post emergency media has become more
vibrant and independent in this country. Subsequently India has got good ranking in
certain global surveys in the press freedom index, that has been considered as
recognition for Indian media for its vibrancy.
1.11 REPRESENTATION
The vibrancy of Indian media ideally represents reality in their presentation as news.
However that is not true and not necessary. Media in general does not represent
reality. In the process of making of news and how to presents that news is go through
different stages. In that process it selects certain things as real. The process of news
making in both print and electronic is multi levels section and editing do happen. And
one news item from ground level news reporter reaches to editor could take many
changes. When it is comes to electronic media and their live coverage of news also
selective in nature.
In this process media creates and represents certain images about individuals and
events and certain social groups. The representation in media context can be about the
ideas, images, songs, music, social issues, written and spoken words. Therefore it is a
construction of reality in the media representation. Because it is never been uniform
inn representing above mentioned subjects. Therefore analysing media representation
is very important.
According to sociologist Eoin Devereux There are four main ways of analysing
representation in media. The first is about Codes and Conventions, representations
can be understood by analysing the technical and symbolic codes that are used to
communicate. Second Discourses, how the discourses or discussion about certain
issues have developed and make dominant discourses and how those discourse
represented in the media. Third one is framing, a representation can be framed within
a certain viewpoint or it can be shown only within a certain context. In this process
always certain issues missed out from framing. And final Narrative Analysis, Often a
person or an event can be packaged as belonging to a certain kind of familiar story or
pattern. In this way, for instance, whole nations can be represented as „bad guys‟ or
„good guys‟ (Eoin Devereux, 2007). The Prominent example for this can be post 9/11
attacks in US and how western media and that country developed discourse and
narratives branding some counties as terrorist centres. In Indian context also we
could find many examples of how certain issues disproportionately sensationalised.
How certain individuals and governments are dysfunctional and how certain others
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are better suitable for the development of this country. This narrative was very much
dominant during recent 2014 general election in India. This type of narratives
becomes more problematic when the issues are becomes national integration and
democratic norms such as citizens rights. In recent times in India when some of the
media houses controlled by big business men tend to become creating artificial
narratives about certain products in accordance with the interests of that particular
business houses. Then this business also establishes relations with some politician‟s
media houses their narratives becomes supporters of that particular political party
fulfil the interests of certain leaders. In turn this as potential to become threat to
independence of media and also Indian democracy.
1.12 NATIONAL MEDIA AND NEGLECT OF THE SOUTH
First, which are the "National Media"? There are different opinions on this. Some
would argue that there are only regional language channels, which craters news to
particular areas where people speak that specific language. Some would say Hindi
Channels are also regional in the sense they crater only to Hindi speaking population.
Therefore being based in Delhi doesn't justify giving label of National Media to them.
All these regional news channels, provides news in respective languages with focus
given to news happening around those people.
Some would consider Doordarshan (DD) News channels as National media they are
the only ones who have network in India and that has a national channel as well as
State channels for the respective States. In Defining 'national media' if it‟s DD, then
some would argue that the DD don‟t neglect South India. If it‟s those so called
progressive, left leaning, liberal English media then yes, they not only neglect South
India, but they can‟t think beyond the confines of Delhi and Mumbai.
1.13 DOMINANT MEDIA
Certain English and Hindi speaking channels consider themselves as the national
media put in a dominating position despite the following limitations. And some could
argue When India does not have a national language itself, why should we consider
those channels as 'national' media?
The so-called progressive, liberal English media which selectively highlights and
cherry-picks the stories which fetches them maximum TRP rating are never national
in others opinion. Further India is not a nation in a usual sense. It is a union of states.
If some TV channels are call themselves as „nationals‟ and ignore south India, then
why should south Indians care and worry?
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Whether the English news channels are referring to as national media, here also
opinions are divided. Here are some of the reasons why they cannot be called as
national media, which will also answer why some feels not just south India, but most
of India is ignored.
They don’t have the reach
They have very less viewership than what we urban upper/middle class Indians, who
form a very minute minority of India, think they have. Almost all top channels from
the popular languages of India like Hindi, Bengali, Telugu, Tamil, Kannada, Marathi
have comparable/better viewership to/than them.
They aren’t spread out
They are all concentrated in the National Capital Region and financial capital,
Mumbai. Perhaps they assume the tag national media because they are physically
present close to the national capital and cover parliamentary affairs a bit more than
their colleagues. But in their actual objective coverage, they are anything but national.
They mostly don’t see beyond NCR and Mumbai
Their concentration is always on Delhi, its surrounding suburbs in Haryana and Uttar
Pradesh, and Mumbai. The other regions of India are discussed only during elections,
or when a huge calamity strikes (even for that, during Chennai floods, they were
criticized for being late), or when a huge scam is unearthed, or when the locals of the
region are 'alleged' to have caused problems to outsiders and the news is worthy of
being a sensation.
Basically, the rest of India doesn't exist for positive reasons, at all. The celebrations
and major events in those states, their major achievements, and their cultural aspects
are rarely discussed, if at all. Their issues aren't news at all, and only if they are so
serious that they become talking points of elections, they are discussed for a minute
or two during those pre-poll analysis shows.
They just don’t understand whole of India
Almost all the English news channels and their local correspondents can‟t grasp and
understand local languages.
They give highly disproportionate coverage
There are many leaders like late Jayalalitha, Mamata Banerjee, Naveen Patnaik, and
Chandra Babu Naidu who have a lot more power and impact in India than what a
Delhi+Punjab regional leader Arvind Kejriwal has. But if we have to assess the
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Indian polity through the English media coverage proportions, we will arrive at a
conclusion that Arvind Kejriwal more powerful than any other regional leaders.
There has always been lot of criticism by many political parties of India that they
don't get any proportionate coverage at all by the media, for the power they wield
even at the Centre. People almost think these leaders and parties are only scammers
who don't have any interest to govern/develop India/their states whatsoever, because
media gives them spotlight only for the wrong reasons, when it gives them spotlight
at all.
Most of their supposed sensations don’t have impact on ground
Even if it does have any impact on their target audience in metropolitan India, it's
they who would have created the impact through their unending coverage, and not the
case of them reporting an already prevalent impact.
If one is considered these channels as national media, of course one is correct in
thinking that south India is being neglected. And so is eastern India, north India above
Delhi, eastern India, the most neglected being the north East.
If there should be a national media channel at all, it should be spread out throughout
India, have its centres in at least 5 directions of India, 1 specially in the North East,
have local correspondents who are actually local and can understand the language,
culture, attitude, mindset of the people, and thus grasp the public opinions and
concerns of the people better. It should give proportionate coverage to all regions and
stakeholders of Indian polity.
While some would have apprehensions NCR and Mumbai media to give emphasis to
south India or east India, just like they don't expect our Bengaluru based Karnataka
oriented channels or Kolkata based West Bengal oriented channels to give emphasis
to NCR and Mumbai.
For those of us who love to follow and try to know what is happening throughout the
country have finding an alternative media the internet. The internet is acting as the
only viable 'national news source' as of now.
Most of the popular channels are based at Delhi and hence they tend to display a
distinct and dominant elite mindset. Forget south, many even do not know NE states
or eastern states like Odissa. On the other hand semi-states like Delhi get more
coverage than what is required.
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However the situation is not all gloom for south Indian states, many southern states
have their own media houses which are primarily focused on regional affairs. Some
of them like The Hindu is primarily south based. If you consider them as part of
"national media" then your question is not relevant.
1.14 SUMMARY
Media penetration is increasing all over the world. Only certain area as region wise
considers their culture, opinion are the global. In India al media is becoming more
integrated. TV Channels, news papers are increasing day by day. However there is
lack of true national media. Some of the Delhi based English channels consider
themselves as national media and dominate the media industry. These media houses
are largely ignores the regional issues in most of the times. Therefore the regional
languages, people‟s issues become marginal in this country. However some of new
the channels emerges in these respective states but not covers power centres like
Delhi and Mumbai. The emergency of new and alternative media is attracting the
attention fulfilling the needs of the people.
1.15 CHECK YOUR
1. What is the opinion of western world about Indian media?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. What is dominant media? What are its effects?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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UNIT-2

MEDIA
REPRESENTATION
MARGINAL-GENDER

AND

2.0 Unit Structure
2.1 Learning Objectives
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Brief Overview on Marginality
2.4 Understanding Gender
2.5 Correlating Media and Marginal
2.6 Check Your Progress
2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this unit, you will gain an understanding about the media representation in the
context of marginality and gender. This title hovers around two very contemporary
and vital issues that need serious deliberation and in-depth understanding. At the end
of this module, you should be in a position to look into marginality in the context of
gender critically. Thereby, understanding and questioning the modus operandi of
media representations.
2.2 INTRODUCTION
At the onset, it is imperative to understand that media representation takes place
within the social setting and that media has a strong connection with the society.
Denis Mc Quail, in his study on media roles in society, suggests key areas in which
media is allied to society. He devised the following points in theorizing the
association between media and the society: (a) that media intensely impacts the
society – for better or for worst; (b) media is a mirror that echoes the happenings in
the society and thus media representation is more of a result than a cause; (c) the
association is an collaborative and cyclic one, with no perfect line of effect; and (d)
media are a cultural and social occurrence of society. Set against this milieu you
should understand that media has important functions in a society such as (1) media is
the source of information and facilitates democratic processes, by acting as the
medium of communication between the people and the government; (2) Media has a
collaborative role in cases where the larger needs of a society becomes a priority and
requires collaboration of the media with other agencies; and (3) The critical role of
media is of significance here. In simple words critical role of media implies moving
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further than predictable information-giving, it necessitates that the media take a
position for a cause or belief in cases where minority or others are being victimized or
dispossessed.
Here, it is crucial to understand that media representation upholds and further fortifies
social standards. The monetary, religious and communal securities of media managers
may make them accentuate certain principles in the media and highlight them through
redundancy which can be a disruption. Likewise finance and revenue generation are a
critical determining factor of mass communication engagements and media
organizations.
Media has the capability to mould the thought process of the people, how they
respond and what attitudes they form. It is also essential to recognize that media is
much more than merely being a whisperer of information; it has the ability to tell
people what to think about. You will agree that mass media touches people‟s lives,
interminably, from infancy to old age. Also, media or mass media is an all-inclusive
term, comprising of television, films, newspapers, video games, radio, World Wide
Web and more.
In the context of Indian media be it print or electronic, class, caste and gender have a
major influence on media‟s engagement with varied issues and its subsequent
representation. You must have noticed that the Indian media adore controversy and
engage in statement journalism. It is a rampant practice where media telecasts or
prints information without verification or over sensationalizes the issue. Also, it is
pertinent to mention that most media owners in India are affluent politicians and
business houses whose sole agenda is to capture revenue.
While it is evident that in all quarters of life media representation is an omnipresent
phenomenon. Therefore it should be understood that media representations are the
methods to sort of monitor which media represents or embodies particular groups,
people, knowledge, philosophies, or issues from a specific ethical or ideological
perspective. You should bear in mind that media representation is not solely about
duplicating or reverberating reality. Media representation is also suggestive of the
process of re-presenting or reconstructing a new reality. For instance, if you take a
look at the jewellery advertisements, it is shown that without gifting a diamond ring a
boy cannot propose a girl, thus reflecting and/or creating an idea among masses that
diamond is a must for expressing love. This in turn influences the mind of the people
and a western concept is introduced in the society.
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Yet another example is drawn from cinema that women are seldom the lead
characters in the film. They are, by and large, given the side role as the love interest
of the hero. Also, when women-centric films are made, a lot of effort has to be put to
promote the film such that the audience goes to theatre. It is also reflective of how
media operates in the same way as the society, where women are still struggling to
break the restraints of patriarchy.
In this module, it is of prime importance to understand two concepts namely marginality and gender in order to understand media representation and marginality
in the context of gender.
2.3 BRIEF OVERVIEW ON MARGINALITY
The word marginal comes from the Latin term, “marginalis”, which simply refers to a
brink or border. In Sociology, the concept was introduced by Robert Park, who
denoted marginal man as a “cultural hybrid” drawing the example of immigrants who
once upon a time in the United States, found themselves in the middle of two worlds
– one being their homeland and the other being America. More explicitly, sociologist
Everett Stone quist had pointed out to the Jew as the archetypal illustration of the
marginal man.
Research on marginality universally supposes a graded association amongst the
marginal and the non-marginal. Commonly, this affiliation is articulated via the
Center/Periphery (or Core/ Periphery) theory, where the marginal are located at the
periphery. Over the years, it has been argued by scholars that communities or people
who experience life on the peripheries are deprived of opportunities and means that
are generally accessible to dominant groups like lodging, employment, health-care,
civic facilities and the like. The marginalized are continuously conscious of their
position in relation to those at the center, wherein they are voiceless and absent in one
sense. In case of India, for example, people from tribal areas, Dalits, elderly, sexual
minorities, people of certain religious groups and other lower castes are considered to
be marginalized. Based on gender also, people across societies experience
marginality.
Marginality affronts millions of individuals and their community throughout the
world. As an outcome of marginality, people are rendered incapable of making any
meaningful contribution to the society. A malicious circle is set up wherein people
lack optimistic and compassionate relations which thwarts them from partaking in
local life, leading to further seclusion. It has to be understood that the level and extent
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of marginality varies based on the level of development of society economically,
culturally and politically.
Attempt has been made here to set the perspective on marginal or marginality. It is a
vast area of study and thereby requires an in-depth analysis. Keeping in view the title
of this module, you should also gain a precise understanding of gender.
2.4 UNDERSTANDING GENDER
In the modern times, gender has become an important concern in the academia owing
to the rise in the feminist activism in India especially after the post-independence era.
In the last few years, a great part of the feminist scholarship has been dedicated in the
direction of emphasizing social structure of gender. „Gender‟ is a commonly used
word which can carry diverse meanings. In any kind of study, it is customary to put
forth a clear difference between sex i.e., biology and its undertaking to define
manliness and feminineness and gender i.e., cultural beliefs and customs connected to
sex – the most universally definitive standard conception of individual characteristics
linked with sex which is ultimately enunciated in femaleness and maleness. The
notion that developed was „sex is a biological concept‟ in contrast to gender which is
a „social construct‟, though this idea has been profoundly contested.
Scholars orate that it is challenging to demarcate biological and social construction of
gender and as Judith Butler wrote in the book Gender Trouble: Feminism and the
Subversion of Identity (1990), “gender cannot be conceived merely as a cultural
inscription on a pre-given sex. It must also designate the very apparatus by which sex
is produced as natural”. Gender by this means, has to be understood in the framework
of the social world which encompasses discourses, cultural and symbolic territories.
Additionally, social world is not limited to the cultural sphere only; it also involves
matters of social organization and social norms positioned in it.
Gender is also a deemed to be one of the stimuli that help in sculpting social life.
Gender is an essential regulating code of modern life. In practically every culture,
gender variation is a fundamental way in which humans classify themselves as
persons, consolidate social relationships, and embody evocative natural and social
proceedings and developments.
Gender is seen as an arrangement of social practices which produces and maintains
gender dissimilarities. Herein, it can be concluded that gender is being persistently
shaped and reshaped. Correspondingly, it is not merely a trait of personalities, but
seeps in at all levels of the social organization, whereby it becomes a multifaceted
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occurrence. In this background, you should understand how social observances, like
communication and social organizations, reproduce gender – male, female, third and
transgender.
2.5 CORRELATING MEDIA AND MARGINAL
(a) Marginality is an inescapable phenomenon of any society; (b) it is propagated
across generations through varied socio-political institutions; (c) marginality is a
cyclic process. Media is inevitably a partaker in this process of propagating the
customary marginality or initiating a paradigm shift in the entire discourse on
marginality.
Media research over a period of time has highlighted the fact that media replicates
portion of the daily prejudiced practices faced by the members of marginalized
groups, through offensive and insulting transcripts or languages, or through other
strategies like relegation and exclusion from media discourses. On the other hand,
media also nurtures dialogue that endeavors to ascertain the difficulties concerning
discrimination and social marginalization of the members of marginalized societies. It
is vital to remember that media treatises have the capacity to not only present, but
reasonably form social practices. In other words, media validates or impeaches
particular social practices. For example, certain media discourses have an inclination
to legitimatize non-heterosexual behaviour, while others tend to denunciate it. While
one part of the media presents a constructive discourse on drug addiction or HIV, sex
change, sex services for a profit, choice of clothes of women by men, others set a
negative tone.
The case of gender marginality via the media also follows the same course. To start
with, if you analyze any media report on rape, you will notice that offenders, if below
18 years of age, are called juveniles in the reports. While a continuous battle is on to
change the law that in case of heinous crime like rape, offenders should be considered
as juveniles. Media‟s representation of such matters sets the tone for debate across the
society whereby women are still blamed for being raped. You may have also noticed
that in the news media when there is a discussion on child sex abuse, the focus is on
the girl child. Though statistics reveal that the male child is equally a victim of child
sex abuse, but media seldom reports on it. Does it not imply that media is equivocally
nurturing the Indian patriarchal notion of men being physically strong, men do not cry
and that men cannot be victims of such atrocities, thus marginalizing the male victims
of child sex abuse.
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Media plays a pivotal role in producing social norms, since numerous forms of media,
comprising of television news, serials, advertisements, and film, are all-pervading in
current culture. Gender roles and stereotypes, persists specially because society as a
whole not only opts to accept them, but they are disseminated by the media.
Conspicuous viewers ought to be aware of what the media is demonstrating to them,
and so that they do not partake in the vicious cycle of marginalization.
Young children today are exposed to stereotypical gender connotations through
advertisements and cartoons. If you watch any cartoon show like Tinker Bell,
depiction of the female is made through curvaceous body, big eyes and so on. Male
characters are depicted as warriors and fighters. In the advertisement of Dove soap,
never has a male child been shown running after the mother, indicating that looking
pretty is the prerogative of the female. Advertisements of detergent soap, health
drinks and the like show female as the house keeper. Examples are endless to reiterate
the idea that media replicates and mirrors gender marginalization prevalent in the
society.
The power of media has increased manifold to such a magnitude that a person finds it
challenging to uphold an identity and self-understanding without using media as the
reference point. Philosophies, worldview and the approaches of socializations are
significantly predisposed by the media. Across the globe, media is being critiqued or
being insensitive to gender issues, and reinforcing the hackneyed portrayal of women
as home makers, third genders and transgender as comical or entertaining characters
and male as macho. The intersection of gender and marginalization in the media
cannot be overlooked more so at a time, when it is expected from media to kindle
new philosophy about the gender roles in the society. Pick up any Indian soap opera
of the current times, Nagin, Saath Nibhaana Saathiya, Kumkum Bhagiya, etc., it is
highly regressive where in women are glammed up like dolls who are primarily
housewives which is far from reality. Women are more often reflected as sorry
pastiches of what women should be instead of what and who they are in real life.
If one looks at the development of web series, one can still find a different approach
at representing gender, though it is still a far-fetched battle. For instance Ladies
Room, Girl in the City, Girliyapa and the like are among a sequence of recent women
centric web series, about the ordinary lives and trepidations of women. It can be said
that in a small way, they are bridging the colossal gap in the manner in which women
are portrayed both in Indian television and Bollywood. In contrast to the old
fashioned and stereotypical plots of the family spectacles, mythological and
paranormal shows that rule Indian television and web series attract the young, urban
spectators owing to their wit and realism. But the problem lies in the fact that women
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centric media text, irrespective of its approach, is produced by the media, which
creates an arena to rethink about media content and its ideology.
The level of gender marginalization takes a deep seat since third gender and
transgender still do not get any representation in the media. They continue to dwell in
the periphery of media production, which is similar to their social existence as well.
Historically, in all forms of art, literature, cinema, advertisements and the news
media, there have been illustrations of the inconsiderate falsification of transgender
stories. The term LGBTIQ (Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender Intersex and
Questioning) is used as a substitute with the term transgender. Sexual identity or
sexual preference is regularly jumbled with gender identity which is indicative of an
individual‟s personal perception of self as male, female, a combination of both, or
none. Media producers themselves have failed to comprehend that being transgender
has no connection with sexual orientation. Since this awareness is absent among
media managers, it is but natural that they continue to propagate the wrong notions.
You will agree that it is extremely vital that the sexually marginalized communities
must have a say in the content generation such that the stereotypes can be broken and
notions about sexual preference and gender identity can be made clear.
It is increasingly being realized that Indian transgender rhetoric ought to be
homespun, progressive and free from misconstructions, and this has been
acknowledged by several in cinema and those performing arts.
In this direction some steps have been taken, for instance in the 2016 edition of
International Film Festival of Kerala (IFFK), organized by the Kerala State
Chalachitra Academy, a variety of transgender-friendly enterprises were
amalgamated like facilitating separate toilet amenities and registration alternatives.
The week-long fest also comprised of a film category on sexual minorities for the first
time, captioning it „Gender Bender‟.
Further, Nileena Atholi, a young journalist from Mathrubhumi daily had won the SBT
Media Literary Award and the Ramnath Goenka Award for a series on the lives of
transgender titled „Ardhajeevi thangalude Arakshitha vasthakal‟. This series was an
attempt to give sexual minorities and marginal gender prominence and create
awareness about their concerns. Many people in the media who are campaigning for
the rights of such groups, believe that artistic expression has uninterrupted impression
on the lives of belligerent communities, be it women or other sexual minorities and
that it is extremely essential to break the glass ceiling.
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Now let us shift focus to Indian cinema wherein gender marginality is evident since
times immemorial. Cinema has always operated as a significant instrument for
enunciating and dissimilating philosophies upon the common masses. The effect of
cinema can be felt in the nook and corner of the Indian society. Women have always
been depicted as disempowered characters, depending on the men for protection,
condensed to a glamorous constituent of the films by dancing around trees, getting
kidnapped, raped or killed. Female body, in Bollywood more specifically, became a
leading component for the success of an actress. Their curvy bodies or size zero
bodies speak of the time they toil in gym to get into shape. For instance, the leading
lady of the 1980's, Sri Devi, was known as „thunder thighs‟. Even the contemporary
female actors fall prey to this mainstream gender marginalization, doing item songs
and adding glamour quotient to the films.
You must have noticed that traditionally Bollywood cinema upholds two types of
stereotypes – one, women as righteous, submissive, nurturing family traditions and
the emotional center of the hero; second, women as sexually aggressive, home
breaker or a prostitute. Through these concepts of faithfulness and compliance to the
husband, Hindi cinema has effectively entrenched patriarchal ethics. Some such films
are Dahej (1950), Devi (1970), Gauri (1968), Biwi Ho Toh Aisi (1988), Pati
Parmeshwar (1988), etc.
It has been an ongoing battle for female actors to break typecasts and effort has been
made by many. Women in Indian cinema have given quivers to patriarchal social
norms. For instance, cofounder of Bombay Talkies studio Devika Rani, was one of
the most influential performers of her time and gave Hindi cinema`s first kiss, and
some say possibly the longest one. From Devika Rani to VidyaBalan to Radhika
Apte, the struggle is far from being over to break the gender marginality. Though
some films like Pink, Angry Indian Goddess, Parched, Mardani, Kahani have been
assisting in making its headway.
Also, it is vital to remember that gender marginality is deep-rooted in the film
industry and is not restricted to actors only, female singers find less work since there
are not enough songs for the female actors, women directors are few and when it
comes to technicians yet again it is a territory of the men.
Again there is the parallel cinema that strives to uphold gender in a different light.
Films like Kaushik Ganguly's film, 'Arekti Premer Golpo' where Rituparno Ghosh
played the role of transgender filmmaker with a bisexual lover. Chitrangada: The
Crowning Wish (2012) written and directed by Rituparno Ghosh is based on the story
of Chitrāngadā from the Mahābhārata which narrates the story of a choreographer
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who is struggling with his gender identity. Memories in March is a 2010 directed by
Sanjoy Nag, starring Deepti Naval, Rituparno Ghosh and Raima Sen, explores the
story of a bereaved mother who comes to terms with her late son‟s sexual identity.
Lipstick Under My Burkha (2016) a Hindi film directed by Alankrita Shrivastava
revolves around three women and their fantasy above life.
You ought to keep in mind that media representation is multifaceted, and one needs to
pick every form of media text for analysis to understand the nuances involved in
media representation of the marginal and its outcome. The patriarchal hegemony that
the media till day sustains needs to be altered. There is an increasing need to magnify
the horizons of Indian media text in relation to content and subject matter, such that a
correct representation can be presented in front of the mass audience. This cannot be
done without actually involving the marginal (gender) in the mainstream media
production process as directors, script writers, producers or consultants. Thus,
necessitating the need to construct a space for the marginalized communities, and
more so for marginalized women, transgender and others.
2.6 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS

1. How media differentiate to gender issues?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
2. How do media correlate between marginal?
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
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UNIT-3

MEDIA REPRESENTATION AND MARGINAL
– CASTE AND TRIBES

3.0 Unit Structure
3.1 Learning Objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Media Representation
3.4 Key terms in Representation
3.4.1

Construction

3.4.2

Mediation

3.4.3

Anchoring

3.4.4

Stereotypes

3.4.5

Ideology

3.5 Media and Caste
3.5.1 Representation of Dalits in Media Content
3.5.2 Imaginaries of Dalits in Media
3.5.3 Mass Media and Social Diversity
3.6 Summary
3.7 Check Your Progress
3.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this section you will learn about marginality, the role of mass media in aiding the
process of marginalization and how it is done. It cannot be said that the way the
marginal have been represented in the media to be an intentional project, but the point
is as student of media studies how are you going to change this trend. This module
will help in understanding the various processes of media representation and how the
mass media can become more inclusive.
3.2 INTRODUCTION
In this module you will be studying about „Media Representation‟, how the diverse
marginalized communities are depicted and the space they get in the mass media.
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Mass media, especially newspapers had a major role in envisioning and
demonstrating the nation building processes in America and Europe. In the context of
colonized countries, post-independence period media was the most important tool
used in the nation making process. In India and other colonial countries, nationalism
or nation building was strongly influenced by the ideas and cultures of the dominant
communities and religious groups. In the Indian context, the nation making process
came to be identified with the Hindu upper-caste traditions, because of which in a
multi-cultural society like ours, many other communities faced socio, political,
economic and cultural exclusion and were eventually rendered marginalized in the
society.
Hence, the relationship between media and marginality is historical and in the
contemporary scenario with the humongous rise and impact of mass media, it is
necessary to study the condition of the marginalized in the society as well as in
relation to their depiction and space they find in media. This chapter will help
understand the role of mass media in constructing this discourse and the ways in
which media has promoted or hindered the positive outlook on cultural diversity.
3.3 MEDIA REPRESENTATION
Media representation denotes the production of various facets of reality such as
people, particular groups, communities, localities, events, objects, different cultures
and other abstract conceptions. The media characterizes the above mentioned social
groups from a particular ideological or value perspective. There are various forms to
depict such representations, it maybe as still or moving picture as well as speech or
writing. Instead of studying media representation as simply replicating or mirroring,
this chapter will examine how media representations aid to “re-present” or in creating
a new reality in actual.
The term media representation not only denotes to the processes involved but also to
the products. Caste, class, religion and gender are some of the main categories of
identity in the Indian context. Representation implicates as to how the different
identities are characterized or portrayed within the text and also the way they are
constructed in the methods of production and reception by the public, whose
identities vary according to the changing demographic characters. The media has
become an extremely influential medium of constructing opinions and outlooks. The
media acts as the important negotiator in the public discourse of creating, questioning
or preserving the civic discourse on brotherhood, tolerance, integration and
international cooperation. The media also has the ability to sway opinion in favor or
against issues concerning common people, which regulates what are the issues which
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will be undertook or disregarded by the people. The matters which gain promotion are
the only issues which have the potential to make arouse the political interest and
make the citizens ponder over the political and social implications beyond their
proximate interest and bring about a political churning.
3.4 KEY TERMS IN REPRESENTATION
In order to highlight how issues and ideas are exemplified in media texts it is
necessary to know certain key terms in media representation. This will help us get a
better understanding.
3.4.1 Construction
The way in which the media text is put together is called construction. It maybe
choosing different camera angles or editing after shooting all scenes in a film or
television programme or the page layout which includes writing and setting up of
images in a magazine or newspaper.
3.4.2 Mediation
The processes through which everything goes through before it reaches the audience
is called mediation. The way in newspaper‟s images are cropped and captioned,
everyday issues like a protest or speeches of politicians are covered in a news report
or how film scripts is re-written number of times before its acceptance for production
are some examples of processes of mediation.
The content selected to be included in the media text, is called selection. The way in
which certain facts are given importance over other facts in the selection process has
the capacity to transform the entire angle of the story, the aspects which are omitted
sometimes can be as important as what is included. It is can be of importance when it
comes to newspaper articles.
3.4.3 Anchoring
The words that are used to describe the images to give them a certain sense in a
particular context is anchoring. Newspaper headlines and captions and taglines in
advertisements and film posters are part of anchorage.
3.4.4 Stereotypes
Simplistic picturisation using basic or palpable characteristics of an individual, set of
people or a locality, which are amplified without any restraint is stereotyping. For
instance, caste representations in Indian movies have certain stereotypes, like
Brahmins will always be portrayed as nice, fair in complexion, clean, well-dressed,
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well-mannered, from a mediocre family but hardworking, non-corrupt and righteous.
Whereas, lower caste characters are often dark in complexion, negative roles or
people doing menial jobs, or thieves, uneducated and without basic ethics. Based on
the existing audience recognition, stereotypes can be used to describe characters.
Stereotyping has severe negative consequences as it leads audience to come to easy
conclusions about people and their localities.
3.4.5 Ideology
The beliefs and principles of the media producers is their ideology, which quite often
get reflected in their media texts. The ideology of a senior editor or the owner of a
newspaper would influence the ways in which certain stories are being reported in
their journal. It might relating to issues of caste, gender, religion or in respect to their
support of a certain political outfit. Ideology plays a central role in the construction of
media texts, which influence the whole society in multifarious ways.
3.5 MEDIA AND CASTE
The caste question was almost absent in the media similar to the academic researches.
The issues of caste started appearing only in the 1980‟s. But, it was only after the
Mandal agitations that caste got more prominence in the mainstream media. This was
due to the assertion of the lower castes which forced the media and the intelligentsia
to address the caste question. Even then the selection and anchorage of the issues
during the Mandal and post Mandal agitations were ideologically heavily loaded in
favour of the upper-castes. This was also due to the near absence of media persons
belonging to the lower-caste communities.
3.5.1 Representation of Dalits in Media Content
The under-representation of Dalits in Indian media has been suggestive of their
insignificance or their absence. The existing literature on the Dalits in Indian media
gives adequate evidences of this under representation.
The Dalit issues did not find any space in the Indian press, which was reflective of the
Indian social reality. According to Nagraj, "The press in India has rarely documented,
in any detail and with any sensitivity, the grinding poverty, the day-to-day
deprivations and discriminations and the all too frequent atrocities faced by the
Dalitsin this country". The exclusion of the Dalits in the newspaper existed ever since
the colonial period. Dhananjay Keer in his book Dr.Ambedkar: Life and Mission
mentions that the Kesari newspaper refused to publish an advertisement of a Dalit
newspaper „Mook Nayak‟. He says the newspapers too practised untouchability.
Robin Jeffrey‟s book India's Newspaper Revolution, pointed out the poor coverage of
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Dalits in the newspapers and the invisibility of Dalits in the news rooms. His
investigation of the editorial pages of the „The Hindu‟ and „Times of India‟ of the
first nine months of 1996 had carried only four articles each about Dalits out of 717
articles in the Times of India and 478 in the Hindu. He found similarity between the
reporting of the Dalits and the African-Americans in the United States.
Chandra Bhan Prasad, a Dalit columnist wrote a number of articles in the newspaper
The Pioneer and he wrote about the under representation and misrepresentation of
Dalits in the Indian media. He referred to the Indian media as Varna media which
meant casteist media. He viewed the exclusion of Dalits in media is a severe form of
untouchability. His weekly columns published in The Pioneer were compiled into a
book “Dalit Diary, 1999 2003: Reflections on Apartheid in India”, in that six columns
were about media and Dalits. To quote him, “The number of Dalits killed in caste
violence in India may not be less than the number of people killed in the Valley. But
has the Indian media ever paid similar attention to the question of internal peace,
where over 20 crore Dalits, many times more than the combined population of Jammu
& Kashmir, are subjected to brute violence, segregation, humiliation, exclusion and
discrimination? Has the Varna media given the same attention to the forth coming
UN-sponsored Durban Conference on race-based discrimination, from where the
"caste" clause was omitted because of opposition from the Indian Government? The
Varna media has greatly enhanced the face value of militancy and legitimised the cult
of violence! What do they seem to be telling Dalits and other aggrieved groups? "You
will not be heard till you persist with democratic methods!" Isn't there a need to
discipline the media, the sharpest vehicle of the Varna mindset?”
In Thirmiama place in Tamil Nadu, Dalits were forced to consume human excreta.
This grotesque incident went unreported in the English media, except the Frontline.
Anand says in Tamil Nadu, the Thirmiam incident was not considered as an important
issue by the government, media, civil society or the mainstream intelligentsia. This
inhuman incident was ignored completely by the newspapers and television channels.
Anand opines that this neglect led to many such Thirmiam‟s to occur again. Dalit
leaders too got little space in national media. Kanshi Ram, a prominent Dalit leader
belonging to Uttar Pradesh, his death was of little importance to media. Ravikumar
expressed his anguish stating that “One read with dismay this morning's Chennai
edition of The Hindu (10 October 2006). I was saddened to find the news of BSP
founder-leader Kanshi Ram's death buried at the bottom of Page 14. Not only was it
relegated from Page 1, it was given the lowest status on Page 14, perhaps symbolic of
the status Dalits are meant to enjoy in the Hindu social order.”
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S. Anand in his article, “Covering Caste: Visible Dalit, Invisible Brahmin” examines
the correlation between the absence of Dalits in print media and the nature of the
„coverage of caste issues‟ by such exclusionist media. He further argues that, in the
urbanized space of the newsroom, where „beats‟ are allotted to reporters to cover
crime, political parties, education, power, health, environment, gender issues, cinema,
foreign affairs, information technology, the stock market, different kinds of sport, etc,
none is allotted to „caste‟, though caste as a category has the potential to operate in
almost all the beats. This denial of space, or rather the selective manner in which
space id offered for „caste issues‟, by the media owes a great deal to the tendency to
treat caste as a pre-modem category.
Kenneth Cooper in 1996, wrote an article in the Washington Post “India's Majority
Lower Castes Are Minor Voice in Newspapers”, in which he says, “India's 4,000
daily newspapers publish in nearly 100 languages, but one voice is largely absent in
the press of the world's largest democracy: that of the lower castes, which account for
more than 70 percent of the country's 934 million people”. Teesta Setalvad, the editor
of Communalism Combat observed that the national media skipped the celebration of
the golden jubilee of Dr.Ambedkar's conversion to Buddhism. On the coverage of the
death of Kanshi Ram, she evaluated that the consequent coverage by the media
(barring a few exceptions) reflected a dismissive upper caste bias.
3.5.2 Imaginaries of Dalits in Media
Dalits have repeatedly pointed out that the media depictions of their constituents
reveal an unrelenting negativity in their portrayal. The debates on the media
representation of Dalits primarily discuss about stereotyping, but this aspect has
hardly got attention in academic researches. Hugo Gorringe, in his book
“Untouchable Citizens: Dalit Movements and Democratisation in Tamil Nadu” has
questioned treatment of the political participation of the ex-untouchables in the
newspapers. He says that the media is crucial in getting a movement's message across
to a wider public. But the DPI boycotted the media as they continued to portray the
DPI as extremists, so their moral arguments was often reversed. Gorringe argues that
the state and the media were in a privileged position to ostracize any movement and
the lack of communication infrastructure of the Liberation panthers failed to contest
these dominant definitions. In the case of Tirunelveli massacres Gorringe observed
that the “Media reports struggled to rationalize the events and painted harrowing
portraits of protestors being truncheoned as they were covered in the water”.
Dalit issues which receive some attention in the media are often issues which revolve
around violence. Dalits are represented as instigators or victims of violence.
Thankappan argues that the “Invisible Dalits also live in this country. They do dream,
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love, romance, dance, marry, make babies, use cell phones, read newspapers, watch
television, listen to the radio and surf internet. They too use television, DVD player,
computer and go to PVR halls to watch Big B and Co re-imagining popular cultural
lessons. They also know the spelling of Mass Communication and could function as
better players in the long run. In fact, many affluent Dalits are helping the corporate
world boom by burning their brain. And yet, Dalits could make their presence visible
in the national media whenever some caste atrocities occur. Dalit burnt to death; Dalit
women raped and paraded naked; Dalits denied civic rights; Dalit students humiliated
and harassed. Dalits always appear standing passively at the receiving end of
development, atrocities or crimes. They are not allowed to break away from this
framework. Else they become invisible”.
3.5.3 Mass Media and Social Diversity
On 25 October 1996, newspapers reported that five journalists were attacked by
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) leader, Kanshi Ram and his followers outside the BSP
leader's residence. Even though the reports on the exact order and gravity of the
incident were conflicting, this incident prompted Kenneth Cooper, the overseas
correspondent of The Washington Post, to find out particulars of a Dalit journalist
with his acquaintances in the Indian media. This pro-bended up in an editorial being
published by B.N. Uniyal titled “In search of a Dalit Journalist”, in which he wrote,
“Suddenly, I realized that in all the thirty years I had worked as a journalist I had
never met a fellow journalist who was a Dalit; no not one. And worse still was the
thought that... it had never occurred to me that there was something so seriously
amiss in the profession."
Scholars like Anil Chamadia, Yogendra Yadav and Jitendra Kumar conducted a
survey which concluded that our country‟s „national media‟ lacked societal diversity
and does not mirror India‟s social conditions. The report also opined that Tribes and
the ex-untouchables “…are conspicuous by their absence among the decision-makers.
Not even one of the 315 key decision- makers belonged to the Scheduled Castes or
Scheduled Tribes.”(The Hindu, 2006). Anand studied the caste composition in the
media houses, in which the percentage of Brahmin journalists was higher in Brahminowned establishments such as The Hindu, and the nadar journalists in nadar-owned
newspapers such as Dina Thanthiand Dinakaranin the Tamil language. However, the
absence of Dalits in both the cases, does not become an issue.
Jeffrey interviewed the proprietors and editors of Tamil newspapers like Dinakaran,
Dinamani, and Dinamalar. They accepted that there are hardly any Dalits in the
newsrooms. Jeffrey observed that leave alone owners, there were no Dalit reporters,
editors and subeditors, meant that reporting involving Dalit‟s lacked the insights that
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Dalits themselves could provide. Similar situation prevails in English language
newspapers and regional language newspapers. Media ownership was identified by
Jeffrey as one of the factor for this crisis. Jeffrey interviewed V.T. Rajashekar, Editor,
Dalit Voice in which Rajaskekar said that the owners belonging to the backward
castes too joined the elites and have forgotten their roots. Sethi observes that the nonexistence of the Dalit journalists in Indian media houses effects in the propagation of
stereotypes and leading to legitimate claims being often denied.
3.6 SUMMARY
You have learnt how media representation has been involved in an historical process
of creating marginalized communities in the society during the process of nation
building. The different theories of media representation and the key concepts to create
a deeper understanding on how media representation works. This module also teaches
you how the lower castes have been excluded by the mass media. The various forms
of exclusion, which leads to the lack of coverage of the lower castes and the depiction
of the lower Dalits in mass media. This theoretical understanding of caste will be
applicable to the question of exclusion of tribes as well. The tribes in fact face greater
exclusion in mass media.
3.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. How media represents different marginalised communities?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
2 How media represents different caste in India?
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
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UNIT-4

MEDIA REPRESENTATION AND
ALTERNATIVE SEXUALITIES

4.0 Unit Structure
4.1 Learning Objectives
4.2 Introduction
4.3 What is Agenda Setting?
4.4 What media representation implies?
4.5 What is meant by alternative sexualities?
4.6 Media representation of alternative sexualities
4.7 Films
4.8 Television and Print
4.9 Summary
4.10 Check Your Progress
4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
In this unit, you will get an insight about what is media representation, how it sets the
agenda for the formation of public opinion and how alternative sexualities get
represented via various forms of media. This will enable you to critically evaluate the
varied forms of media content in the context of representation and alternative
sexualities. And in the larger perspective, you should be able to develop an
understanding about media and margins, correlating all associated elements like
gender, identity and the like.
4.2 INTRODUCTION
Customarily, media representations are considered to be the reflections of reality; it is
a social process that is considered to be important for maintaining human networks
across societies. You should understand that media dynamically nurtures culture,
patrons meaning and provides a platform where established cultural customs are
challenged. Media is facilitator of the process of cultural production; in current times,
it is an institution where meaning is dynamic and audiences affianced. Obviously
then, the media in general is a very essential constituent in the structure of the life of
the people.
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Media has the power to shape what people think, how people react and what opinions
they form. It is also important to understand that the media is much than just being a
whisperer of information. It has the capacity to tell people what to think about. You
will agree that the mass media touches people‟s lives, ceaselessly, from childhood to
old age. Also, media or mass media is an all-encompassing term, inclusive of
newspapers, television, films, radio, video games, world-wide-web and more.
In the course of this discussion on media representation, it is imperative to understand
that an element of agenda-setting is in play, a power that makes the media all
pervasive and omnipresent to a large extent. As Stuart Hall has stated, discussions
about media representations are discussions about power.
4.3 WHAT IS AGENDA SETTING?
In simple words, agenda setting is described as a very powerful influence of the
media, which tells us what issues are important or what the media thinks is important.
Agenda-setting is media's capability to transmit salient issues through various media
contents. Two basic suppositions that underlie the understanding of the agenda setting
role of the media is that (a) media do not echo reality, they sieve and form it (b)
media focus on few matters and topics leads the people to believe those issues as
more significant than others. Thus, it is implied that mass communicators use
technological tools to communicate over great spaces to influence huge number of
audiences. In this process, media controls what we see or hear and eventually
perceive. You need to remember that often this means that only one side of the story
is being revealed and there is an imbalance in representation. Against this
background, you have to understand that media mediates between the outlying
objective reality and our own societal reality. This in turn affects the way in which
people perceive, think and form opinions or biases about specific issues. It is an all
pervasive phenomenon since, in modern times people rely on the media for
information and entertainment. And because the same information and entertainment
is shared among the masses, media becomes a podium for social exchange.
In this milieu, it is to be understood that whatever the media shows through its varied
content is not free from bias, has an ideological underpinning and attempts to convey
a specific message either overt or covert. All this shapes the framework within which
issues get represented in the media.
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4.4 WHAT MEDIA REPRESENTATION IMPLIES?
Media representations are the techniques in which the media depicts or represents
specific groups, people, experiences, philosophies, or issues from a specific
philosophical or value standpoint. You should remember that media representation is
not simply about replicating or echoing reality. Media representation is also indicative
of the process of re-presenting or re-creating a new reality. For instance, liquor
advertisements depict drinking as the chief constituent for a party or celebration.
Perfume or cologne advertisements suggest that using a particular brand of perfume
or cologne makes a person sexually attractive and he or she can win over his or her
love interest. These advertisements all create romanticized experiences allied with the
usage of these products. They provide the understandings that may not be in sync
with alternative viewpoints on such understandings.
This is further illustrated in the films of Disney Corporation. The films for children
produced by Disney are represented in terms of western worldview and perceptions.
These films construct artificial truths that signify different worlds other places in
ways that most people may not identify with but they start to build a fantasy world in
their minds, which is reflected in their attitude and perceptions about the world
around them. When it comes to media representation of alternative sexualities,
similar arguments are being made.
4.5 WHAT IS MEANT BY ALTERNATIVE SEXUALITIES?
Simply, alternative sexuality is described as behaviors, personalities, and groups that
stand in divergence and/or in opposition to communally and traditionally dominant
perceptions of sexualities. In popular understanding, bohemians, lesbians,
transsexuals, gays, queer, and bisexuals, etc. all fall under the fabric of alternative
sexualities. You know that for a commoner, there exists two sexes i.e. male and
female, and that being heterosexual is „normal‟ or „normative‟. Even in contemporary
times, if you ask anyone how many genders are there? The prompt answers will be
two men and women or male and female. The possibility of the existence of another
gender, homosexuality or bisexuality seldom gets acknowledged. The countenance is
such that lesbians, transgenders, gays or queers do not exist or that it is not a
possibility at all. You must have noticed that people who identify themselves as
lesbians, transsexuals, gays, queer, find it difficult to do so freely and that society till
day has not accepted it. For instance homosexuality is customarily a taboo in the
Indian society and under the Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code, homosexuality is
a punishable offence. Furthermore, it is vital to acknowledge that there are no
approved demographics for the LGBT populace in India. As per the figures quoted to
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the Supreme Court in 2012, there were about 2.5 million people in India who
identified or declared themselves as gay or lesbian to the Ministry of Health. In all
likelihood, the statistics is higher since there are many individuals who have masked
their identity, and are living in the closet due to distress of discrimination.
Given the discrimination that is prevalent in the Indian society, activism in favor of
the rights of LGBT community is on the rise. This has led to debates about sexuality
with focus on alternative sexuality, thereby challenging the hegemony of heterosexual
mind-set of the society. Alongside, the time-honored customary view on heterosexual
conduct is being negotiated to make space for multiple facets of sexualities.
Discussion and debate about alternative sexualities is leading to „democratization of
desire‟. Thus, you can comprehend from this brief discussion that in the modern times
debates, activism in favor of understanding and acknowledging alternative
sexualities, is on the rise in all domains. This is a movement that has made its
headway strongly where at regular intervals pride parades are being held in different
locations, in a bid to break the taboo on alternative sexuality. Hence, it becomes all
the more important to examine the role of the media in this movement.
4.6 MEDIA REPRESENTATION OF ALTERNATIVE SEXUALITIES
At this juncture you have to understand that the depictions of sexuality to which
people are exposed are often set idealistic expectations for behavior and desire. These
beliefs are also altered for men and women in terms of what is deemed to be
conventional or ethically right. Media representations of sexuality are normatively
hetero-normative and do not always highlight the deviations in sexual orientations
and expressions. It is pertinent to note that media plays a crucial role in fashioning
social customs. Biased or stereotypical perceptions about alternative sexualities, for
example, exist especially because society as a whole decides to believe them, and
because such stereotypes are also disseminated by the media. Thus, it is important to
be cautious as a media consumer and ensure that we are not vigorously partaking in
propagating a culture of repression.
Media, both electronic and print, has so far upheld the Euro-centric approach in
formulating the perception about alternative sexualities. Where the heterosexuality
was upheld as normative and any deviant behaviour was being upheld as the „other‟
that falls beyond the traditional nomenclature of love, desire and pleasure. You must
have noticed that, in bollywood cinema, transgender have been portrayed as
entertainers who are called during weddings or birth of children. Have you ever
wondered why there are no actors who identify as transgender or queer?
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Socially, people who associate or identify with alternative sexuality have been
considered the „other‟, who exhibit deviant behaviors. In our homes and social circle,
even today people are hesitant to talk or discuss about sexuality per se, so alternative
sexuality most naturally gets sidelined. Along the lines, media too shows a similar
trend. Until recently, nothing much has been spoken about or depicted about
alternative sexuality. Media, as a matter of fact across the globe, has been criticized
for upholding and strengthening the stereotypes about alternative sexualities.
4.7 FILMS
Reference can be drawn from Hollywood wherein, it has been critiqued that
Hollywood‟s negative representations of homosexuality has led to further relegation
and repression of queer, gay and lesbian people. In the book The Celluloid Closet,
Vito Russo argued that from 1890 to 1980, Hollywood‟s depiction of lesbians and
gay men has often been unpleasant and largely homophobic. Throughout that period,
gay and lesbian roles were established by their sexual preferences and were deficient
in multifaceted character development. Many scholars have also argued that
homosexuality was customarily projected as an object of mockery and amusement.
In the period 1930 to 1950, spiritual and women‟s assemblages condemned
Hollywood films for depicting immorality. Therefore, the Hayes Code, which is a
system of self-censorship, was adopted, which impacted the representation of
homosexuality. During this period, films blatantly could not feature homosexual
characters. This stringent code was slackened around 1970s, with the emergence of
women‟s and gay rights movements. Characters with alternative sexuality were often
characterized as being treacherous, ferocious or suicidal in films like The Children‟s
Hour (1961), The Boys in the Band (1970), Midnight Express (1978), and many
more.
Bollywood, the largest film producing industry in the world, had done very little in
comprehending and representing alternative sexualities. It has to be also
acknowledged that in the Indian society where sex in general is a taboo issue, very
few or no one would dare to explore alternative sexuality as a theme for cinema.
However in the last two decades, even while disseminating typecasts about
homosexuality, Indian cinema has created a platform for discussion about the same.
While filmmakers were wary of portraying same-sex relationships, efforts were on to
discover and understand the third gender. Santosh Sivan‟s „Navarasa‟, Santhosh
Sowparnika‟sArdhanari‟and David Atkins‟ „Queens! Destiny of Dance‟ made some
headway in eliminating the typecast image of a Hijra raiding the house of a new
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mother. In the last decades, films like these have given longer screen time to members
of the third gender, some such films are Mahesh Bhatt‟s „Tamanna‟, the Tamil film
Appu (2000), Shyam Benegal‟s „Welcome to Sajjanpur‟ (2008) and Marathi film
„Jogwa‟ (2009).
Also, it is to be noted that while Bollywood was still coming into terms with the
theme of alternative sexuality as a subject, regional films fared better and were
depicting this theme boldly. Yet, it is remarkable to note that customarily
representation of alternative sexuality was rendered in these movies, by women
characters and not men. Some examples of such regional films are Ligy J
Pullappally‟s Sancharram (2004), Buddhadev Dasgupta‟s Uttara (2000), Randu
Penkuttikal‟s (1978), Deshadanakkili Karayaarilla (1986), Rithu (2009) and Paranja
Katha (2010).
It has been agreed across the academia that mainstream movies have persistently been
showing a lop-sided representation of alternative sexuality. Efforts have been on to
understate the nuances of involving alternative sexualities, yet they continue to
proliferate the same typecasts that have been linked with them.
You also have to think of a parallel development wherein many filmmakers used
documentary films as a medium to communicate what they failed to do in mainstream
commercial cinema. Films like Summer In My Veins (1999) by Nishit Saran, Kaizad
Gustad‟s Bombay Boys (1998), Tedhi Lakeer (2004), My Brother Nikhil, Thang‟
(2006), Touch of Pink (2004), Yours Emotionally (2006), Piku Bhalo Aachhey
(2004), were all made in an effort to understand alternative sexuality and later the
discourse of filmmaking.
This is only a brief introduction to the role of films in representing alternative
sexualities. Films function as a persuasive mass medium, creates a common platform
for discussing contemporary issue, through ingenious and imaginative content. The
scope and reach of cinema in India is so vast that it has not lived up to its potential as
a medium of mass communication to break stereotypes and reinforce a fresh
perspective about alternative sexuality.
4.8 TELEVISION AND PRINT
An analysis of any country‟s television contents reveals vital information about its
art, culture, politics and discourses on contemporary issues. When it comes to
mainstream Indian television, it is easily discernible that it is largely bereft of any
content that talks about alternative sexuality. It is seen that television is opening up to
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a cross section of themes, but the race is far from being won since majority of the
shows rely on the „saas-bahu‟ formula to garner public attention and Television
Rating Points (TRP).
Notably, there‟s no serial that has a gay or lesbian or queer couple in the lead role and
even some side-roles, despite played by a person from alternative sexuality group,
haven‟t been characterized well. In what can be called the first official gay character
was Petha, played by Deven Bhojani in the serial Tara, ardent television viewers may
also fail to recall the character. In the serial Jassi Jaisi Koi Nai, the character of
Maddy portrayed by Rajesh Khera showed an alternate sexuality unobtrusively, yet it
was downplayed by giving it a more comic facet which failed in bringing out the
issues of alternative sexuality to the community.
An attempt at breaking the glass ceiling was made in 2010 when Imagine TV reenacted a popular Telugu serial Rakth Sambandham that depicted the character of a
closeted eunuch. With Rakth Sambandham being reprised, it was believed that the
television industry was coming of age. But regrettably, the serial, Rakth Sambandh
failed to work its magic on the viewers and soon died out. The serial Maryada.. Lekin
KabTak which had a substantial sub-plot highlighting a gay relationship, also failed
to make an impact since the sub plot was outshined by the main storyline.
In the more recent times MTV‟s show The Big F which focused on forbidden firsts
fantasies tried to bring forth the subject of homosexuality to its audience in its 6th
episode. You must acknowledge that in a highly patriarchal social set-up where the
very idea of sex has always been represented as a taboo, this effort by MTV is
laudable. But again the question of impact and reach comes to the fore, since only a
selected section of the audience watch MTV and also the larger mass still prefer to
watch melodramatic conventional sanskari family dramas.
Again catering to only a restricted section of the audience are online TV series, which
thus fails to make an impact since its reach is confined. One online TV series that has
made an impact is „All about Section 377‟, which delves into the theme of
homosexuality and sexual rights through the characters of varied Mumbai-based
models and strugglers. But these shows and formats are opening up avenues where
content production can be carried out on contemporary issues like alternative
sexuality.
Additionally, in the course of time, it has been seen that representations of gay,
lesbian, transgender or queer identity on Indian screen, big or small, are weighed
down with the most appalling typecasts. Like in case of films and in television serials
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too, you must have noticed if there is any role of a fashion designer, then he/she has
to be a gay. Occasionally, a very strong character having good prospective
unexpectedly turns out to be a gay.
When it comes to news broadcast, alternative sexuality began to be represented from
1990‟s, where print media wrote using an evangelical tone. Articles were laden with
negativity; they were uninformed and reinforced the stereotypes. In the English press,
Times of India and The Telegraph in the recent years have published articles arguing
in favor of accepting alternative sexuality in the country. But you must note that print
media coverage too is not free from sensationalism. For instance in 2006, a
newspaper report titled Cops Bust Gay Racket was published, after the queer
community was harassed in Lucknow reportedly aided by the police. Adding to the
agony, reports are increasing homophobia like the one published by Marathi local
newspaper Lokmat, where it was said that LGBTQ people spread social malevolence
in the society. Yet again, TV9 a local news channel operating in Hyderabad, relayed a
clandestine story allegedly uncovering the underground gay culture prevalent in
Hyderabad, which put the life of several gay men in danger since their identity was
revealed. Such information was accessed through the phone numbers from gay dating
sites, and the conversations were broadcasted on their channel.
It is not possible to bring forth all the instances, but a careful look-around will reveal
that media has failed to rightfully represent alternative sexuality. There are many such
instances wherein the news media coverage has been contemptible with relation to the
rights and voices of the gay, lesbian, queer and transgender. Members of the LGBTQ
have been repeatedly voicing their concern on various platforms that they are not
represented in the media in a positive way but as deviant, debauch and immoral.
These cases show how misrepresentations of LGBTQ community in the media have
led to further harassment of the community. However, these cases also highlight the
need for LGBTQ movement to engage with local media and not restrict themselves to
urban media. It has often been observed that stories on LGBTQ issues are covered
only by English urban media channels and newspapers and local media is left out,
which feeds into the stereotypes of homosexuality being an „urban lifestyle choice.‟
To counter this negative perception that media was building, a parallel media
developed to break the stereotypes built by the homophobic media. Bombay Dust was
established by Ashok Row Kavi in 1990, which led the queer insurrection in the
mainstream media. Many more such queer media developed namely Gaysi family,
Gaylaxy, Pink Pages India and the like. Indian media, which has a history of being
restrained in deliberating private matters like sexuality, has witnessed a sharp change
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in its discourse in the last few years owing to the development of the parallel media
that has indirectly or directly put pressure on the mainstream media to report
unbiasedly. Some shows like Kuch Dil Se, We the People, Zindagi Life have played a
crucial role in creating a platform for debating about alternative sexuality, where
panelists comprised of people identified as queer, gay, lesbian or transgender. Of late,
media also has been reporting about the achievements of various people from these
communities who have managed to break the glass ceiling by securing jobs, etc.
Some such reports were „In a first, Kochi Metro appoints 23 transgenders‟ „India's
first transgender police officer appointed in Tamil Nadu‟, „How Somnath became
Manobi, India's first transgender college principal‟, etc.
While talking about media representations and alternative sexualities, it is important
to keep in mind that television, print and films are not the only medium that needs to
be examined. The cyberspace, virtual games, apps, etc. all come under the purview of
analysis, since in one way or the other media discourse on the issue deepens the
stereotype and hostility towards people who identify themselves with alternative
sexuality. Conversely, it is these varied facets of media representation that can give a
positive insight about the plight, rights and movements of the same people.
It has to be accredited that the representation of LGBTQ people in Indian media has
changed over the years, owing to the development of LGBTQ movement in the
country. Nonetheless, while talking about LGBTQ people‟s representations or
misrepresentations in the media, one has to keep in mind that one cannot splatter the
picture with the same brush. The same media has been responsible for constructive
and deleterious, delicate and impervious, sensational as well as compassionate
representation of LGBTQ people. One important theme that media has been
continuously reporting is the violence faced by the people which is a vital step in
sensitizing the general public about people around them who are identified as
LGBTQ. This has also enabled people to report cases and seek justice which, few
years ago, was not possible since they had no platform to voice their opinion.
4.9 SUMMARY
In summary, it has to understand that media globally focuses on the victim narrative
around alternative sexuality. Stories or reports are largely inclined towards how they
are victimized and discriminated by the society and criminalized by the
administration. Indeed such stories are important to give people a holistic picture of
the alternative sexuality but, this cannot be done by ignoring the diversity of identities
which LGBTQ people have in the society, based on the lines of class, sex, caste and
race. Thereby, it is essential for you to understand that a constructive rendezvous with
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the media can go a long way in sensitizing people and ensuring utilitarian coverage
on the subject of alternative sexuality.
4.10 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Describe media agenda setting?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. What is meant by alternative sexualities?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. How marginalised communities are represented in films?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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